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SEAM – Life of Field
    

 
 

The SEG Advanced Modeling Corporation (SEAM) announces SEAM – Life of Field 

 

“A large amount of data acquired while producing a reservoir can be used to 

develop the knowledge of the reservoir, update the reservoir model, reduce the 

underlying uncertainties, design the most suitable production architecture, 

ensure the productivity and the injectivity of the wells, target bypassed zones, 

select the most appropriate recovery process, and hence, increase the overall 

recovery. Most of the ingredients of such a strategy are already available. What 

still needs to be developed is a productive way of linking those ingredients 

together to build an integrated system.”  - F.  Kalaydjian and B. Bourbiaux, 

Institut Français du Pétrole   

 

 

The SEAM – Life of Field (LoF) research project will enable the advancement of current 

methodologies for managing life of field operations by creating benchmark data sets for 

evaluating and improving the coupling of reservoir engineering and geophysical time lapse 

technology in multiple geological settings. SEAM LoF simulations will first be generated as a 

static model for complex geology, complete reservoir description, seismic and potential fields. 

Reservoir dynamics will then be simulated along with the resulting well and geophysical and 

geomechanical responses. The resulting data can be used to estimate the “inverse” problem 

of interpreting reservoir dynamics from well and geophysical data in a unique condition where 

everything about the reservoir is known.  Appropriate variations will be included  in  the 

forward  models  so  as  to  challenge  the  measurement  of  uncertainty.   
 

 

Terms of Participation:  
 

•     Project Timeframe: December 31, 2015 through June 30, 2019   

•     Membership fee $60,000 / year  

•     Late fees waved for commitments prior to December 31, 2016 

•     Commitments prior to December 31, 2016 earn immediate access to the SEAM Time 

Lapse Pilot Project results   
  



 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 

Objectives & Deliverables: 
 
 

1. Collaboration:  Establish an industry collaborative forum involving geological, reservoir 

engineering, geomechanical and geophysical experts from leading oil companies, service 

companies, and academic institutions.  This forum will identify specific subsurface reservoir 

management challenges to include in formulating the earth model, production dynamics, 

production simulations, geomechanical stresses, potential fields and seismic simulations. 

This forum will provide the research plan for the project. 

 

2. Static Earth Model:  Provide a highly realistic earth model built from current industry 

understanding of structure, sequence stratigraphy, rock physics and reservoir parameters. 

This model will be designed to include geology representative of several high impact 

reservoir types which will be placed in geological context. They will include stratigraphic 

and rock property variations at and below seismic resolution. Pseudo-wells and all relevant 

well measurements will also be generated. The wells can be employed as calibration points 

for chronostratigraphy, reservoir characterization, initial production conditions, and initial 

stress conditions. 

 

3. Static Model Seismic Simulation:  Provide a full azimuth, long offset, elastic, anisotropic 3D 

seismic data set over the entire static model. Also provide gravity and electromagnetic 

response. The seismic data set will be migrated and imaged. Together with the potential 

fields and well data, they will form the base case for further time lapse seismic simulations.   

 

4. Reservoir Dynamics:  Several of the embedded reservoirs will be “produced” undergoing 

different types of production mechanisms. The reservoir dynamics will be calculated by 

reservoir simulation providing forward versions of rock property, fluid property, and 

reservoir dynamics in suitable time steps to be useful for reservoir monitoring. Time lapse 

well data will be calculated as part of this simulation.  

 

5. Time Lapse Geophysical Simulations:  Provide full azimuth, long offset, elastic, anisotropic 

4D (time lapse) seismic data sets and potential fields response. The seismic data will be 

processed and imaged in a manner similar to the base case seismic data. The potential 

fields data, the processed seismic data and the unprocessed prestack seismic data will 

constitute the geophysical observations useful in testing the ability of combining seismic 

and well data observations to predict production effects.   

 

6. Time Lapse Geomechanical Simulations:  Provide stress and strain simulations over the 

entire model due to production effects. Effects both inside and outside the reservoir will be 

calculated and coupled to  full  model  earth  parameters,  so  that  the  geophysical 

response  can  be  simulated  as  well. 

  



 

 

  

 

 

 

7. CO2 Enhanced Recovery and/or Sequestration: The earth model will be constructed so that 

the injection of CO2 into aquifers can be simulated if desired. The simulation of the CO2   

injection would be done by reservoir and geomechanical simulation, similar to the approach 

used for the production simulations. The resulting property states would then be suitable for 

geophysical simulation in a follow-up project.  

 
 
 

Why Collaborate Now?  
 

Benchmark Data Sets: There is a need in the industry to have some common data for the 

purpose of developing and sharing best practices in reservoir monitoring and managing 

reservoir production and dynamics (time lapse). Although there are several interesting case 

histories in the public domain that help, there is a need for a fully controlled and described data 

that incorporates all possible data collection from wells and geophysics, and where the 

reservoir dynamics is perfectly controlled and known.  Only simulated model data can fit that 

description. 

 

Work Process Efficiency: The time and effort required to complete a reservoir dynamic 

description is not efficient with present workflows. It requires a forward reservoir simulation, 

well analysis, seismic processing, seismic forward modeling, interpretation, measuring the 

differences between observations and models, using those differences to update and rerun 

simulations, then iterating until convergence. Some projects have a long project life and time 

lapse steps of several years, and the inefficiencies are troublesome and costly. However, 

reservoir monitoring technology continues to recognize the need and importance of much 

shorter time steps to manage reservoirs at and near the well bores. These time steps may 

eventually converge so that reservoirs are monitored more or less continuously. For short time 

steps, the current dynamic reservoir interpretation workflows are intolerable. With complete and 

well understood synthetic simulation data sets, the industry will have the  opportunity  to  

develop  and  compare  best  practices  to  make  the  workflow  efficient. 

 

Calibration:  In  addition  to  improving  the  time,  cost,  and  ease  of  use  of  reservoir  

management processes, the SEAM Life of Field simulations can constitute a common 

benchmark on the accuracy of the process as well. Dynamic reservoir descriptions have a 

substantial interpretation element. Without model simulations where the answers are known, it 

is not possible to measure the ability of software and users to accurately predict the reservoir 

dynamics during a time step.  With the forward model and simulations containing appropriate 

variations, the ability to measure uncertainty accurately can be measured. 

  



 

 

  

 

 

Education: The teaching, training, and illustration of reservoir dynamic interpretations can also 

be greatly enhanced with a common industry data set that is complete and well understood. 

Students and early professionals will find this especially useful.  

 

Research and Development: Researchers and developers will find the LoF models and 

simulations especially helpful. As with SEAM Phase I and II, they will have an opportunity to 

test, develop, and illustrate new and more effective technology by modifying the models, 

simulations and workflows of the LoF project. 

 

Advancing Interpretation:  The LoF models and simulations also have the potential to be used 

for improving workflows for static geological description. This could greatly benefit the 

subsurface interpretation community. The SEAM LoF model reservoirs can be built inside a 

realistic stratigraphic and structural context consistent with geological principles and industry 

experiences. Thus the data simulations can be used for workflow improvements and 

benchmarks in the fields of sequence stratigraphy, seismic stratigraphy, seismic attribute 

analysis, reservoir and fluid identification, reservoir characterization, and the building of 

reservoir dynamic simulations. This can significantly enhance the capabilities and intellectual 

property development for early professionals, students, researchers, and developers. 

 

Cross-Functionality: Models built for the SEAM LoF project will also be fit for purpose in the 

monitoring of CO injection, stimulation, and sequestration. The geology, geometry, and 

monitoring design will take into account the potential interests of the project to monitor CO2 

either during the project life, or as an auxiliary project. 

 

Simulation Technology: The timing for the LoF project is good because the simulations codes 

have made significant advances individually but have not been integrated. Dynamic reservoir 

management requires the inter-communication between modelling codes for geology, 

geophysics, reservoir engineering, and geodynamics. These occur at different scales with 

different assumptions requiring complex scaling and transform relationships to relate the 

properties between simulation systems. Thus there is a need for efficient sharing of property 

and physics across these platforms. Although the LoF project is not designed to develop 

software solutions, the process of building the models and simulating the subsurface 

observations provides the opportunity to expose gaps and inefficiencies in the 

intercommunication between critical applications, and a basis on which these can be improved. 

 

  
  



 

 

  

 
 

Project Plan  
 

SEAM – Life of Field (LoF) will build on the successes of SEAM Phases I and II, notably the elastic 

earth model and the simulation QC methodology.   

 

In the initial startup, participants will meet to agree on the objectives of the LoF project and the 

deliverables. Geological, petrophysical, engineer, geomechanical, and geophysical experts from 

companies participating in Life of Field will discuss current perspectives on specific examples. Case 

histories provided by participants with log and laboratory data will be reviewed as useful analogs. A pilot 

test project (Pore Pressure Extension – Time Lapse Project) has recently been completed with the intent 

to identify gaps and complications in the overall project design prior to the main Life of Field Project.  

The pilot provided an opportunity to test appropriate scale of variations to introduce into the subsurface 

models in order to generate uncertainty in using the simulation results.  Learnings from this pilot will be 

incorporated into the design of the larger scale LoF project. Further work on the pilot may also provide 

benefits and insights during the full project effort. Companies committing to the LoF Project prior to 

December 31, 2016 will have immediate access to the pilot project results. 

 

Definition and variation of the structure, stratigraphy, rock properties, types of reservoirs, reservoir 

properties, production scenarios, geomechanical properties, and geophysical transforms will be 

determined. Grid types, well locations, well data, seismic acquisition parameters, and simulation time 

steps will be defined for use in generating well and seismic data simulations to be used for testing 

reservoir prediction methodologies. In addition, the participants will agree on a static model that fits the 

reservoirs into a geologically sensible framework, using structural and stratigraphic principles. A vendor 

will be contracted to generate the static model.  

 

 

A 3D seismic and potential fields simulation will then be conducted to form the baseline for time lapse 

measurements.  Acquisition  parameters  for  the  simulations  will  be  designed  by  the  participants.  

The simulation vendor(s) will be selected through competitive bidding, with simulation fidelity confirmed 

through comparison with benchmark codes from industry and/or national labs. The simulations will be 

anisotropic elastic. QC of simulation results will be conducted by both the simulation vendor and an 

independent QC vendor. Processing of the simulated data will also be contracted through competitive 

bidding. The prestack data will be migrated according to specifications of the Participants.  

 

The SEAM earth model 
with rock properties: from 
geology and petrophysics 
to geophysics 



 

 

  

 

Following the design and generation of the base case model plus well, potential fields, and seismic 

simulations, subsurface production will be simulated using reservoir simulation models by a vendor 

selected through competitive bid. Reservoir simulation parameters and time steps will be designed by 

participants. Results from the reservoir simulations will be passed along for geomechanical simulation, 

seismic simulation, and well data simulation, which will be performed by a vendor selected by 

competitive bid.  Participants will determine the design of the total work program. Data sets will be 

provided to participants for proprietary research.   

 

The final phase of the project will be dedicated to the completion of the archive of the data and 

compilation of the final report. 

 

A suggested project flow (draft) is included here only as a visual example of the concept. Depending on 

the size and complexity of the models, participants may design a project with many more time steps.  

Only four are shown here for simplicity:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  

The LoF project will 
generate a base case 
geological model along with 
simulated seismic and well 
data. 
 
Reservoir simulations from 
different production types 
will be generated at multiple 
time steps. Properties from 
the reservoir simulations will 
be passed to seismic, 
geomechanical and well 
simulations. 



 

 

  

 
 

SEAM Track Record of Success   
 

The SEG Advanced Modeling Corporation (SEAM) was established by the Society of Exploration 

Geophysicists (SEG) in 2007 as a wholly owned not-for-profit research subsidiary. The corporation 

identifies geophysical “grand challenges” that would benefit from collaborative industry research and  

provides the infrastructure for the fiduciary, policy, and management oversight of the SEAM projects. 

The Corporation’s mission is:   
 

“to advance the science and technology of applied geophysics by, among other things,  

acting as a leading member of industry consortia  and engaging in: (1) designing and  

generating synthetic model 3D and 2D geophysical data that represent challenges to  

the geophysical community; (2) providing a forum to discuss geophysical problems of  

interest; (3) advancing the art of modeling and computation by testing and comparing  

modeling  code  for  accuracy  and  efficiency;  (4)  providing  data  sets  for  industry  

benchmarks and educational purposes; and (5) furthering the science of seismology  

for the public benefit.” 

  

SEAM has since demonstrated that a collaboration of multiple oil and service companies working with a 

common purpose can achieve significant advances.  Participants have been able to pool resources and 

intellectual property of mutual interest whilst maintaining competitive proprietary and confidential 

information.  SEAM “Phase I - Deepwater Subsalt Imaging” first developed the technical and 

management approaches. Enthusiastic engagement in SEAM “Phase II - Land Seismic Challenges” has 

since confirmed that SEAM’s approach is value-added for participating companies. A third major project, 

“Pressure Prediction and Hazard Avoidance through Improved Seismic Imaging” confirmed SEAM’s 

successful approach and industry collaboration. The Pressure Prediction Project was extended with a 6 

month Time Lapse Project that completed in September 2016 and was fully funded by the National 

Energy Technical Laboratory (NETL). The extension acted as a pilot for the new Life of Field Project  

 

Thirty-three corporations have participated in SEAM projects to date.   



 

 

  

 
 
 
 

SEAM Phase I – Deepwater Subsalt Imaging   
 

•     24 participating companies   
 

•     2007–2013   
 

•     $5.4 million budget   
 

•     $2.7 million research grant from RPSEA   
 

•     Deepwater sub-salt earth model:  60 OCS  blocks   
 

•     Acoustic, TTI, elastic, gravity, CSEM, and MT simulations   
 

SEAM Phase II – Land Seismic Challenges   
 

•     22 participating companies     
 

•     2011–2014   
 

•     $5.2 million budget   
 

•     Unconventional reservoir elastic simulation   
 

•     Arid near surface elastic simulation   
 

•     Foothills/thrust elastic simulation   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

  

 


